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Topic 1, Volume A
 

 
Ben is the project manager for his organization. His project has 26 stakeholders this week
and will have five additional stakeholders next week. How many more communication
channels will Ben's project have next week? 
 
 
A. 140  
B. 10  
C. 325  
D. 5  
 

Answer: A

Explanation:  

Ben's project will have 140 more communication channels because of the five additional

stakeholders. To solve the question, you will need to find the current stakeholder

communication channels first, which is (26*25)/2= 325, and then find the difference of the

number of channels for the five additional stakeholders. You can use the formula of N(N-1),

where N is the number of stakeholders. In this example, the formula would read: Total

number of communication channels that Ben will have next = ((31*30)/2)-((26*25)/2 =140  

Answer option D is incorrect. Five is the number of additional stakeholders.  

Answer option B is incorrect. 10 is the number of communication channels among just five

stakeholders.  

Answer option C is incorrect. 325 is the number of current communication channels.  

 

 

 
You are the project manager of the GHE Project. You have identified the following risks
with the characteristics as shown in the following figure: How much capital should the
project set aside for the risk contingency reserve? 
 
 
A. $142,000  
B. $232,000  
C. $41,750  
D. $23,750  
 

Answer: D
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Explanation:  

Contingency reserves are estimated costs to be used at the discretion of the project

manager to deal with anticipated, but not certain, events. These events are "known

unknowns" and are part of the project scope and cost baselines. The contingency reserve

is calculated by multiplying the probability and the impact for the risk event value for each

risk event. The sum of the risk events equals the contingency reserve for the project. Note

that Risk D is a positive risk amount.  

Answer option C is incorrect. This value is the sum of the risk events if you did not include

Risk D as a positive risk value.  

Answer option A is incorrect. This is a sum of the risk event.  

Answer option B is incorrect. This is a sum of the risk events without including Risk D as a

positive risk event.  

 

 

 
Harry works as the project manager for his organization. He is creating the activity list and
would like to tag those activities that are comprised of apportioned effort. Which of the
following is the best example of apportioned effort? 
 
 
A. Adding features to the project's product that is not included in the project scope.  
B. Managing the day-to-day events of a project.  
C. Creating software as defined in the project scope.  
D. Completing project activities as start-to-start events.  
 

Answer: B

Explanation:  

Apportioned effort is effort applied that you cannot subdivide into work packages, but it is

related to, usually in a supportive role, to the completion of the project work packages. The

project management overhead, such managing the project work, is an example of

apportioned effort. Apportioned effort (AE) is the effort that is applied to the project-related

work that cannot be easily and readily divided into discrete efforts for those tasks, but

which is associated in a direct proportion to the discrete work efforts that are capable of

being measured. The presence of apportioned effort relies particularly on the performance

of further efforts.  

Answer option C is incorrect. This is an example of discrete effort.  

Answer option A is incorrect. This is an example of a scope change that has not been

approved.  

Answer option D is incorrect. This is an example of a scheduling technique.  
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You are the project manager of the GHE Project. You have identified the following risks
with the characteristics as shown in the following figure: 
 
 

 
 
A. Communications bull's eye  
B. Performance goals  
C. Earned value management goals  
D. Project exception report  
 

Answer: A

Explanation:  

The graphic shown in the figure is a communications bull's eye. The project manager must

keep the project within the boundaries defined by the bull's eye or he will need to generate

a performance report. This is an example of management by exception because the project

manager only communicates with management when there is an exception, or variance,

within the project.  

Answer options C, B, and D are incorrect. These are not valid terms for the

communications bull's eye.  

 

 

 
Examine the figure given below: Which path is considered the critical path? 
 
 
A. ACDFJ  
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B. ACGIJ  
C. ABEFJ  
D. ABDFJ  
 

Answer: B

Explanation:  

The critical path is the path in the project network diagram with the longest duration. In

project management, a critical path is the sequence of project network activities which add

up to the longest overall duration. This determines the shortest time possible to complete

the project. Any delay of an activity on the critical path directly impacts the planned project

completion date (i.e. there is no float on the critical path). In this instance path ACGIJ is the

longest as it takes 23 days.  

Answer options C and D are incorrect. These paths take 13 days.  

Answer option A is incorrect. This path only takes 19 days.  

 

 

 
You are the project manager for your company. You are working with the management
regarding the exact end date of your project. Management needs to know what day of the
week your project will complete. Assuming that your project will not require any work to be
completed over the upcoming weekends and that the remaining project work will
commence on a Tuesday, what day of the week will the project end if there are 67 days of
project work left to complete? 
 
 
A. Wednesday  
B. Thursday  
C. Monday  
D. Tuesday  
 

Answer: A

Explanation:  

The project will end on a Wednesday. If the project work commences on a Tuesday, there

will be four days to complete in that week. That will bring the project work down to 63 days

of remaining work. Each work week counts as five days of work. 63 divided by 5 is 12 work

weeks with three days remaining. The 63rd remaining day will complete on a Wednesday.  

Answer options C, D, and B are incorrect. These are not the valid answers.  
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You are the project manager of the NHT Project. This project has 12,345 office doors to
install throughout a campus. Each of the doors costs the project $456 and requires special
hardware to electronically lock and open the doors. You've gathered the project team
before they begin the installation for a hands-on training. As a group you and the project
team install 50 doors following a checklist of instructions so that every door will be installed
exactly the same throughout the campus and with minimal waste. This is an example of
what project execution technique? 
 
 
A. Preventive action  
B. Defect repair validation  
C. Implemented corrective action  
D. Quality control  
 

Answer: A

Explanation:  

This is an example of a preventive action as you're working with the team before they

install the doors to train them on the installation. The checklist is a quality control tool but

the question was asking for a project execution activity. Preventive and corrective actions

are part of project execution.  

Answer option D is incorrect. Quality control is a controlling and monitoring process, not an

executing process.  

Answer option B is incorrect. The defect repair validation comes after the project team has

corrected an error - something that has not occurred in this instance.  

Answer option C is incorrect. Corrective action is a response to something that needs to be

corrected in the project.  

 

 

 
You are working as a project manager for BlueWell Inc. Which of the following tools and
techniques of the Define Activity process will help you in identifying the typical schedule
milestones? 
 
 
A. Expert Judgment  
B. Decomposition  
C. Rolling Wave Planning  
D. Templates  
 

Answer: D

Explanation:  

Templates are used to identify the typical schedule milestones in the Define Activity

Question No : 8  - (Topic 1)
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process. The tools and techniques used in defining the activity process are as follows:

Decomposition: It is used to further divide the project work package into a more smaller

and convenient form called activities. Rolling Wave Planning: It is a form of progressive

elaboration planning where the work to be accomplished in the near term is planned in

detail and future work is planned at a higher level of WBS. Templates: It is an activity list or

a part of the activity list taken from the previous project and used in a new project. Expert

Judgement: The skilled members in a project team or other experts who develop project

scope statements can help provide knowledge in defining activities.  

 

 

 
You are the project manager for your organization. You have recorded the following
duration estimates for an activity in your project: optimistic 20, most likely 45, pessimistic
90. What time will you record for this activity? 
 
 
A. 48  
B. 20o, 45m, 90p  
C. 90  
D. 45  
 

Answer: A

Explanation:  

This is an example of a three-point estimate. A three-point estimate records the optimistic,

most likely, and the pessimistic duration, and then records an average for the predicted

duration Three-point estimate is a way to enhance the accuracy of activity duration

estimates. This concept is originated with the Program Evaluation and Review Technique

(PERT). PERT charts the following three estimates: Most likely (TM): The duration of

activity based on realistic factors such as resources assigned, interruptions, etc.  

Optimistic (TO): The activity duration based on the best-case scenario  

Pessimistic (TP): The activity duration based on the worst-case scenario  

The expected (TE) activity duration is a weighted average of these three estimates:  

TE = (TO + 4TM + TP) / 6  

Duration estimates based on the above equations (sometimes simple average of the three

estimates is also used) provide more accuracy. It can be calculated as follows:  

TE = ( 20 + 45*4 + 90) / 6  

= 290/6  

=48  

Answer options B, C, and D are incorrect. These are not the valid answers for this

question.  

Question No : 9  - (Topic 1)
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Laura is the project manager for her organization and management has requested her to
create a report on her project's performance. Laura needs to analyze her current project
performance and then compare it against what, in order to create a performance report? 
 
 
A. Cost variances and Cost Performance Index  
B. Scope baseline  
C. Performance measurement baseline  
D. Schedule variances, planned value, and the Schedule Performance Index  
 

Answer: C

Explanation:  

The performance measurement baseline, which can be comprised of cost, scope, and

schedule, is the foundation for creating a performance report.  

Answer option B is incorrect. The scope baseline will only reflect the performance of the

scope, whereas performance reports typically need scope, time, and cost as its foundation.

 

Answer option A is incorrect. Cost variances and the cost performance index are cost

values that must be considered along with the scope performance and schedule

performance.  

Answer option D is incorrect. Only reporting performance on the schedule is not enough for

a performance report. Laura should also report on scope and cost at a minimum.  

 

 

 
Management is concerned about your project. They want to know how the project is
performing specifically the schedule performance index. What formula do you use to find
the schedule performance index? 
 
 
A. PV/EV  
B. EV-AC  
C. EV-PV  
D. EV/PV  
 

Answer: D

Question No : 10  - (Topic 1)
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Explanation:  

The schedule performance index is earned value divided by planned value. The close the

result is to 1, the better the project is performing.  

Answer option B is incorrect. This is the cost variance formula.  

Answer option C is incorrect. This is the formula to find schedule variance.  

Answer option A is incorrect. This is not a valid formula.  

 

 

 
Mary is the project manager for her company. She's working with the project team to
compress the project schedule as the project must be completed by December 30. For
some of the project activities, she and the project team have agreed to crash the project
work. What must be true of these project activities for crashing to be acceptable? 
 
 
A. The activities must be of fixed duration.  
B. The activities must be effort-drive.  
C. The activities must not be susceptible to the Law of Diminishing Returns.  
D. The activities must be risk-free.  
 

Answer: B

Explanation:  

Crashing is the addition of project resources to complete effort-driven activities in faster

time. By adding more labor the activity can be completed faster. Crashing is a schedule

compression technique to obtain the greatest amount of compression for the least

incremental cost. Crashing works for activities where additional resources will shorten the

duration. Approving overtime, bringing in additional resources, paying to expedite delivery

to activities on the critical path are examples of crashing.  

Answer option A is incorrect. An activity of fixed duration, such as printing 100,000

brochures in a printing press, won't be completed faster by adding more effort.  

Answer option D is incorrect. Activities need not be risk-free to use project crashing.  

Answer option C is incorrect. All effort-driven activities are susceptible to the Law of

Diminishing Returns. By adding more labor the value of the yield of the work decreases

because of the cost of the labor added to the project work.  
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You are the project manager of the OOI Project and you're forty percent complete with this
project. The project has a BAC of $2,345,650 and you have spent $950,000 to date. Based
on your aggressive scheduling you should at the 45 percent milestone today, but due to
some early delays you're running late. What is the schedule variance of your project? 
 
 
A. -$29,350  
B. -$117,282  
C. -$938,260  
D. -$11,740  
 

Answer: B

Explanation:  

The schedule variance is the earned value minus the planned value. In this instance, it is

$938,260-$1,055,543 = -$117,282. Schedule variance (SV) is a measure of schedule

performance on a project. The variance notifies that the schedule is ahead or behind what

was planned for this period in time. The schedule variance is calculated based on the

following formula: SV = Earned Value (EV) - Planned Value (PV) If the resulting schedule is

negative, it indicates that the project is behind schedule. A value greater than 0 shows that

the project is ahead of the planned schedule. A value of 0 indicates that the project is right

on target.  

Answer option D is incorrect. This is the cost variance for the project.  

Answer option A is incorrect. This is the variance at completion.  

Answer option C is incorrect. This is the inverse of the earned value.  

 

 

 
George is the project manager of the NHQ Project and has a budget of $778,000. The
project is scheduled to last for one year with an equal amount of work completed each
quarter. The second quarter of the project has ended and George has spent $325,000 but
has only finished forty percent of the project. Management needs a variance report for the
project schedule. What value should George report in this instance? 
 
 
A. .96  
B. -$77,800  
C. $-34,500  
D. -$13,800  
 

Answer: B

Explanation:  

Schedule variance (SV) is a measure of schedule performance on a project. The variance

Question No : 14  - (Topic 1)
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notifies that the schedule is ahead or behind what was planned for this period in time. The

schedule variance is calculated based on the following formula: SV = Earned Value (EV) -

Planned Value (PV) If the resulting schedule is negative, it indicates that the project is

behind schedule. A value greater than 0 shows that the project is ahead of the planned

schedule. A value of 0 indicates that the project is right on target. The earned value in this

instance is forty percent of the project budget, $778,000, and the planned value is

$398,000 because George is to be fifty percent done at the end of the second quarter, as

the work is spread evenly across all quarters. The schedule variance is -$77,800 for the

project.  

Answer option A is incorrect. .96 represents the cost performance index.  

Answer option C is incorrect. -$34,500 represents the project's variance at completion if the

project continues as is.  

Answer option D is incorrect. -$13,800 is the cost variance for the project.  

 

 

 
You have been hired as a project manager for Tech Perfect Inc. You are studying the
documentation of planning of a project. The documentation states that there are twenty-five
stakeholders with the project. What will be the number of communication channels for the
project? 
 
 
A. 300  
B. 50  
C. 600  
D. 25  
 

Answer: A

Explanation:  

According to the question, the project has twenty-five stakeholders. Communication

channels are paths of communication with stakeholders in a project. The number of

communication channels shows the complexity of a project's communication and can be

derived through the formula shown below: Total Number of Communication Channels = n

(n-1)/2 where, n is the number of stakeholders. Hence, a project having five stakeholders

will have ten communication channels. Putting the value of the number of stake holder in

the formula will provide the number of communication channels: Number of communication

channel = (n (n-1)) / 2 = (25 (25-1)) / 2 = (25 x 24) / 2 = 600 / 2 = 300 Who are project

stakeholders? Project stakeholders are those entities within or without an organization,

which: Sponsor a project or, Have an interest or a gain upon a successful completion of a

project. Examples of project stakeholders include the customer, the user group, the project

Question No : 15  - (Topic 1)
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manager, the development team, the testers, etc. Stakeholders are anyone who has an

interest in the project. Project stakeholders are individuals and organizations that are

actively involved in the project, or whose interests may be affected as a result of project

execution or project completion. They may also exert influence over the project's objectives

and outcomes. The project management team must identify the stakeholders, determine

their requirements and expectations, and, to the extent possible, manage their influence in

relation to the requirements to ensure a successful project.  

 

 

 
You are the project manager of a project that has a budget of $675,000 and you have
completed 40 percent of the project work. Your project is supposed to be 60 percent
complete but you are actually only 40 percent complete. Due to some errors, however, you
have actually spent $335,000 of the budget. Management wants to know what the project's
cost performance index (CPI) is. What value do you report? 
 
 
A. -$135,000  
B. .67  
C. .81  
D. -$65,000  
 

Answer: C

Explanation:  

Cost performance index (CPI) is used to calculate performance efficiencies. It is used in

trend analysis to predict future performance. CPI is the ratio of earned value to actual cost.

The CPI is calculated based on the following formula: CPI = Earned Value (EV) / Actual

Cost (AC) If the CPI value is greater than 1, it indicates better than expected performance,

whereas if the value is less than 1, it shows poor performance. The CPI value of 1 indicates

that the project is right on target. In this instances it is $270,000 divided by $335,000 for a

CPI of .81.  

Answer option B is incorrect. .67 is actually the schedule performance index.  

Answer option D is incorrect. -$65,000 is the cost variance for the project.  

Answer option A is incorrect. -$135,000 is the schedule variance of the project.  

 

 

 
You are the project manager for your organization. You need the oak cabinets for your

Question No : 16  - (Topic 1)
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project delivered by December 1 in order to install the floors around the oak cabinets by
December 15. Your company's procurement office generally takes 45 days to complete
procurement orders. Based on this information, how should you schedule the lead time for
the cabinet delivery? 
 
 
A. Cabinet procurement December 1, plus 45 days lead time  
B. Cabinet procurement November 15  
C. Cabinet procurement December 1, minus 45 days lead time  
D. Cabinet procurement December 15 minus 45 days lead time  
 

Answer: C

Explanation:  

The cabinet procurement and delivery must be completed by December 1. By scheduling

the activity to finish on December 1 with minus 45 days lead time for procurement, the

cabinets will arrive by the needed date.  

Answer option A is incorrect. Lead time is always negative time, lag time is positive time.

This choice would cause the cabinets to not arrive until 45 days after December 1.  

Answer option D is incorrect. This choice would cause the cabinets to arrive on December

15 when the floors are to be installed.  

Answer option B is incorrect. This choice is not the best answer because it does not

necessarily account for holidays, weekends, or other factors in the project calendar. By

scheduling the cabinet for December 1 and working backwards through lead time, the

project's PMIS will account for these breaks in the project work.  

 

 

 
Which of the following scheduling techniques identifies the successor activities and the
predecessor activities to assist the project manager in sequencing the project work? 
 
 
A. Precedence Diagramming Method  
B. Schedule network template  
C. Dependency determination  
D. Activity on the Node  
 

Answer: A

Explanation:  

The Precedence Diagramming Method uses both predecessors and successors as nodes

in the project network diagram. The PDM approach is the most common network diagram

approach used.  

Question No : 18  - (Topic 1)
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Answer option C is incorrect. Dependency determination identifies the order of the project

work.  

Answer option B is incorrect. The schedule network template is a tool that uses a previous

project network diagram as a base for the current project network diagram.  

Answer option D is incorrect. Activity on the node places activities on circles within a

network diagram. It is an example of the precedence diagramming method.  

 

 

 
You are the project manager of the NHA Project. This project is expected to last one year
with quarterly milestones throughout the year. Your project is supposed to be at the third
milestone today but you're likely only 60 percent complete. Your project has a BAC of
$745,000 and you've spent $440,000 of the budget-to-date. What is your schedule
performance index for this project? 
 
 
A. 80  
B. 1.02  
C. 102  
D. 0.80  
 

Answer: D

Explanation:  

The schedule performance index can be found by dividing the earned value by the planned

value. In this project, it's $447,000 divided by the $558,750 for a value of 0.80. Schedule

performance index (SPI) is the measure of schedule efficiency on a project. It is used in

trend analysis to predict future performance.  

SPI is the ratio of earned value to planned value. The SPI is calculated based on the

following formula:  

SPI = Earned Value (EV) / Planned Value (PV)  

If the SPI value is greater than 1, it indicates better than expected performance, whereas if

the value is less than 1, it shows poor performance. The SPI value of 1 indicates that the

project is right on target.  

Answer option A is incorrect. "80" is not the same value as ".80".  

Answer option B is incorrect. 1.02 is the cost performance index.  

Answer option C is incorrect. 102 is not a valid calculation for this question.  
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Gina is the project manager for her organization and she is working with her project team to
define the project activities. In this project, the stakeholders are sensitive to the project
completion date, so Gina is stressing to her project team members that while they need to
provide and account for all of the project activities, they should focus on one work package
in the WBS at a time. In order to start the decomposition of the project work packages into
activities, Gina will need all of the following except for which one? 
 
 
A. Scope baseline  
B. Organizational process assets  
C. WBS  
D. Enterprise environmental factors  
 

Answer: C

Explanation:  

According to the PMBOK, Gina will not need the WBS directly, but will rely on the scope

baseline. A Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) in project management is a tool that defines

a project and groups the project's discrete work elements in a way that helps organize and

define the total work scope of the project. A WBS element may be a product, data, a

service, or any combination. WBS also provides the necessary framework for detailed cost

estimating and control along with providing guidance for schedule development and

control.  

Answer option A is incorrect. The scope baseline is an input to define the project activities.  

Answer option D is incorrect. Enterprise environmental factors are an input to define the

project activities.  

Answer option B is incorrect. Organizational process assets are an input to define the

project activities.  

 

 

 
You are the project manager for your organization. You are working with your project team
to create activity duration estimates using the PERT method. What is the formula for
PERT? 
 
 
A. (O+ML+P)  
B. (O+(6M)+P)6  
C. (O+ML+P)/3  
D. (O+(4M)+P)/6  
 

Answer: D

Explanation:  

Question No : 21  - (Topic 1)
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PERT, which means the Program Evaluation and Review Technique, is a duration

estimating technique that uses the formula (O+(4M)+P)/6 for the optimistic, most likely, and

pessimistic values for each work package. A PERT chart is a project management tool

used to schedule, organize, and coordinate tasks within a project. PERT stands for

Program Evaluation Review Technique, a methodology developed by the U.S. Navy in the

1950s to manage the Polaris submarine missile program. A PERT chart presents a graphic

illustration of a project as a network diagram consisting of numbered nodes (either circles

or rectangles) representing events, or milestones in the project linked by labeled vectors

(directional lines) representing tasks in the project. The direction of the arrows on the lines

indicates the sequence of tasks.  

Answer option C is incorrect. This is the formula for the three-point estimate.  

Answer options A and B are incorrect. These are not the valid formulas.  

 

 

 
Which of the following documents captures and defines the work activities, deliverables,
and a timeline that a vendor will execute against in performance of work for a customer? 
 
 
A. Project charter  
B. Scope of statement  
C. SOW  
D. WBS  
 

Answer: C

Explanation:  

A statement of work (SOW) is a document that captures and defines the work activities,

deliverables and timeline that a vendor will execute against in performance of work for a

customer. Detailed requirements and pricing are usually specified in it, along with many

other terms and conditions. SOW is a narrative description of products or services to be

supplied by the project. For internal projects, the project initiator or sponsor provides the

statement of work based on business needs, product, or service requirements. For external

projects, the statement of work can be received from the customer as part of a bid

document.  

Answer option B is incorrect. Scope of statement gives the narrative description of the

project scope.  

Answer option A is incorrect. Project charter is a document that formally authorizes a

project manager to work on a project.  

Answer option D is incorrect. WBS is a tool that defines a project and groups the project

Question No : 22  - (Topic 1)
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discrete work in a way that helps organize and define the total work scope.  

 

 

 
You are the project manager of the JKM Project for your organization. Your project is
supposed to be 60 percent complete but you are only 45 percent complete. The project has
an assigned budget of $765,000 but you have already spent $365,000 to reach this point in
the project due to some errors and rework. Management is pressing you on when you'll
complete the project and how much the project will likely cost based on the current
performance. You need to tell management what the project's current cost performance
index (CPI) is. What value should you report to management based on your project's
performance? 
 
 
A. $306,000  
B. .94  
C. $344,250  
D. .75  
 

Answer: B

Explanation:  

Management wants to know the cost performance index (CPI). You can find the CPI by first

finding the earned value (EV) and then dividing it by the actual costs (AC) spent to date on

the project. You find EV by multiplying percent complete by the project's budget; in this

instance that's $344,250. The actual costs are reported as $365,000. The formula for the

CPI on this project is $344,250 / $365,000 for a value of .94. What is CPI? Cost

performance index (CPI) is used to calculate performance efficiencies. It is used in trend

analysis to predict future performance. CPI is the ratio of earned value to actual cost. The

CPI is calculated based on the following formula: CPI = Earned Value (EV) / Actual Cost

(AC) If the CPI value is greater than 1, it indicates better than expected performance,

whereas if the value is less than 1, it shows poor performance. The CPI value of 1 indicates

that the project is right on target. What is BCWP (or EV)? Budgeted cost of work performed

(BCWP) or Earned Value (EV) is the value of completed work. It is the budgeted amount

for the work actually completed on the schedule activity during a given time period.  

Answer options C, A, and D are incorrect. These do not reflect an accurate value for the

project's cost performance index. The project is performing moderately well on cost as the

closer the CPI is to 1 the better the project's performance.  
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Fill in the blank with an appropriate phrase. 
 
The __________ includes a description of any collateral services required, such as
performance reporting or post-project operational support for the procured item. 
 
 

Answer: procurement SOW 

Explanation:  

The procurement SOW consists of a description of some collateral services required, such

as performance reporting or post- project operational support for the procured item. The

procurement SOW is revised and refined as required when it moves through the

procurement process until incorporated into a signed contract award.  

 

 

 
John works as the project manager for Honeywell Inc. He is involved in the periodic
collection and analysis of baseline versus actual data to understand and communicate the
project progress. Which of the following techniques is used in generating performance
reports? 
 
 
A. Work performance information  
B. Change requests  
C. Work performance measurements  
D. Forecasting method  
 

Answer: D

Explanation:  

Forecasting method is a technique used in generating performance reports. Forecasting is

the process of estimating or predicting in unknown situations. Forecasting is about

predicting the future as accurately as possible with the help of all the information available,

including historical data and knowledge of any future events that might impact forecasts.

The forecasting methods are categorized as follows: Time series method: It uses historical

data as the basis for estimating future outcomes. Causal/econometric method: This

forecasting method is based on the assumption that it is possible to identify some factors

that might influence the variable that is being forecasted. If the causes are understood,

projections of the influencing variables can be made and used in the forecast. Judgmental

method: Judgmental forecasting methods incorporate intuitive judgments, opinions, and

subjective probability estimates. Other methods: Other methods may include probabilistic

forecasting, simulation, and ensemble forecasting. It is one of the tools and techniques of

the report performance process.  
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